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FROM THE DESK OF THE FOUNDER

COLONEL AJAY AHLAWAT

Dear Friends,
Life teaches us to make good use of time while time teaches
us the value of our lives, and the value of one’s life is
measured in the little things they do to achieve
the big, together!

Life will keep repeating its lessons until they are learned, and it is on to us to decide - one
day or day one. Real life is happening all around us while we’re planning for the big things
individually, we shouldn’t forget that often the things that are done jointly are the source
of real happiness. I might do the things you can. You might do the things I can, but
together we can do great things.
In our organization, Rissala Electric Motors, you are my extended family. Each one of you
makes REM what it is worth today. We live and work in an endless cycle of challenges and
dares, dares and leaps, leaps and dreams, dreams and reality, reality and rebuilding, and
then the cycle almost always starts again, with more challenges to deal with. Hope,
bettering, integrity, there are many things that get us through this cycle but the key is
togetherness – working as one team.
We are working towards building a holistic workplace culture where everyone is
well-connected with each other through knowledge, an organization where everyone
succeeds as a team. We are working towards keeping our customers, Business Partners
and group stakeholders at the core to facilitate access to all our services in an easy,
modular way. We will deliver effective and progressive solutions to our stakeholders
through togetherness - driven by unprecedented passion,shared purpose,
and great poise.
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FROM THE DESK OF THE FOUNDER

Innovation combined with poise and purpose and passion plays a critical role in swiftly
creating quality products and services for our customers. Every one of us should
personally commit to advance together towards achieving the big goal keeping in mind
that individual commitment to a group effort; that is what makes a team work, an
organization work, you work, and me work.

"None of us is as smart as all of us." - Ken Blanchard
That’s why it’s important that we as a team hear out one another’s opinions, learn from
our peers, and respect others. This spark of togetherness will ignite the fuel of passion
which will set the momentum of the organization to move forward. With togetherness
and technology going hand in hand, there’s nothing that we cannot set as our target and
then achieve it.
It’s time we achieved singularity between us.
It is time we achieved singularity with technology.
It’s time we achieved the power of one, together.
With Pride & Gratitude,
Colonel Ajay Ahlawat
Founder
Rissala Group
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FROM THE DESK OF THE CEO

SQ. LDR. PRERANA
CHATURVEDI (VETERAN)

Dear Friends,
As over the years, industry leaders have shown that
innovative ideas can produce ground breaking results when
face with challenges. The ongoing outbreak is no exception.
The Covid-19 pandemic has brought a new sense of urgency to innovative efforts, ideas
and provided a unique opportunity to bring in renovation of innovation in organizations.
At Rissala, we too ‘Ennovated’ which led to many innovations at various levels, to identify &
grow and connect innovations & innovators. Our team collaborated, contributed and
conceptualized smart initiatives; from establishing Innovation at Rissala Organics by
offering ‘EVO+ product range’ in Hand wash, Sanitizers & Disinfectants to combat
pandemic to uniquely scheduled sessions intended to evolve discussion on pertinent
themes of EV industry like how innovatively costs can be reduced, expenses can be
minimized, profits can be maximized, and many more across the group.
These are the incredible time in the business world.
The last few weeks have been quite eventful with the proliferation of COVID-19 to different
parts of the world. India with the second largest population in the world has a formidable
challenge ahead of it. While the government agencies are doing their best in responding to
the situation through various initiatives, we as responsible citizens are doing our bit to help
our communities in staying safe.
As you may be aware, the virus has also left an impact, not just on global financial markets
at a macro level but also small communities at a micro level. The markets in India too, have
reacted to this global phenomenon. However, we would like to assure you that Evolet will be
by your side as we navigate through these turbulent times. I would like to take this
opportunity to apprise you of the necessary steps taken by our Rissala Group to protect our
colleagues at work place as well as to maintain uninterrupted services for our patrons.
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FROM THE DESK OF THE CEO

As a first step, we secured our facilities and staff to minimize any internal or external
exposure to COVID-19. Our Business Continuity Plan ensured that our day-to-day
functioning continue seamlessly and without inconveniencing anyone. The safety and
well-being of our customers and our colleagues are paramount to us. Our offices & sales
showroom across India are now operational, but keeping in mind the safety of our
colleagues and Business Partners, it is currently operational with reduced staff strength.
We are in compliance with all the necessary directives as issued by the World Health
Organisation (WHO) and various other government agencies.
As a brand we always work towards taking an inclusive approach to our services by
welcoming all our customers to our outlets. We have enabled our outlets and are also
taking request through customer contact centres for test drives at homes to use our
products and services from the safety and comfort of your home. However, in light of the
current situation we would like to suggest that we are going ahead in green zones only.
Evolet India, as a responsible organisation takes the lead to make workplace even better
that it was before crisis, tangible steps have been taken to make our stakeholders – the
staff, the visitors, the vendors and everyone safe, while doing everything in our power to
contribute to the progress of society, the nation and the world.
.The future is at our doorstep. Waiting on us to open the door and welcome it in, embrace
it. This year is going to bring a lot of pleasant changes to this organisation of yours. Fasten
your seatbelts. We’ll be revving and zipping down a wavy road filled with amusing twists
and turns as we continue through this evolution of ourselves and the organisation.
Stay safe, stay healthy, stay informed.
Warm regards,
Sq. Ldr. Prerana Chaturvedi
CEO
Rissala Electric Motors
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LET’S BEAT COVID 19

Business will not be like before!
Find out what changes you will have to adapt in your business.
Pay heed to it and be safe.

Evolet Dealerships re-open with
Corona Virus Safety guidelines
At Evolet, we know we’re living through unprecedented times with a pandemic that has
prompted the WHO to urge everyone to practice social distancing. For a lot of us, that
means staying at home. We also realize many of us still need to remain mobile.
For those on the go, we want you to know we’re here to help ensure your Evolet vehicles
continue running strong.
At the very center of everything we do, the safety and well-being of you — our Customers,
Business Partners & Employees are a top priority. As we closely monitor the ever-evolving
situation, we continue to take every precaution to help protect both your health
and that of our staff.
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These are the steps we’re taking to
help prevent the spread of the virus.
Heightening cleaning measures to the interiors & exteriors of vehicles prior its delivery to
customers. The cleaners that we use are certified and are acceptable for the interior/exterior
surfaces of all our vehicles.
Offering remote pickup and delivery of vehicles to be serviced. Please check with our
local dealers to find participating centers.
Taking extra steps to help ensure our customer lounges are continuously cleaned and
disinfected with approved supplies, as well as all parts, sales and service areas.
Avoiding handshakes and other physical contact with customers, wearing gloves when
handling customer vehicles and handing off keys in a bag.
Instructing all dealership employees to stay home if they are experiencing any symptoms
related to the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) outbreak until they have been approved by
a licensed medical professional to return.

If you have any further questions about the cleaning process, please feel free to reach out
to your dealership service representative.
And as always, you can schedule service by calling your local dealership, or by using
the Evolet App on your smart devices.
We’re built to lend a hand. And in times like these, we’re all in this together. From all of our
service professionals at Evolet, we thank you for being a valued customer and doing your
part in helping us all keep our communities, neighbours, friends and family safe.

Scan the QR Code To Visit our Website

Download Evolet App

You can also contact us on our IVR Number

+91 8101110110
For support, sales & service round the year.

on App Store & Google Play
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Evolet implements
STAY SAFE & INFORMED
campaign for Employees

Apart from the resuming its commercial operations, Evolet has implemented a workplace
hygiene system in line with the initiatives of the State Government. To create awareness
about do’s and dont’s regarding Corona Virus and how to effectively prevent the spreading
of the disease, guidelines have been displayed across our factories in India and also we have
communicated our employees through internal communication system.
Evolet has taken the following preventive measures for curtailing the spread of COVID virus
in the units -

1

Temperature monitoring at the entrance of all our plants using thermal scanners
for effective isolation of potential carriers.

2 Washing Kiosk installed at the main gate entrances with soap dispenser / sanitizers
for effective washing of hands.

3 Hand sanitizers / dispensers placed at different points in units / offices for use of
workmen / executives/ visitors.

4 Arrangements / instructions to security personnel and department heads
for systematic dispensing of sanitizers to all personnel.
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5 Online fumigation being carried out in all our plants units at prescribed intervals.
6 Streamlining and shift planning to reduce occupancy of shopfloor
7

Relaxing working norms by making punching non-mandatory, reducing meetings
& gatherings of employees and minimizing travel.

8 The WHO guidelines on COVID-19 being displayed at reception areas of all plants.
9 Routine cleaning of door handles / furnitures, etc with disinfectants.
10 Minimum visitor entry to reduce random source of contamination.

EVOLET SHIELD
Sanitizers

Disinfectants

Disinfection
Tunnel

YOU. FOR YOURSELF. FOR US.
Consider everybody around you as an asymptomatic carrier of COVID 19 and capable
of infecting you. Consider too, that you yourself could be an asymptomatic carrier of
COVID 19, capable of infecting all around you. So train yourself, by using all your intelligence
to neither get infected nor infect others.
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GOLDEN RULES,
IF YOU NEED TO SET OUT -

Wear mask
outside
at all times

Wash hands
frequently
(for 20 secs)

Maintain
Etiquittes
while choughing

Social
Distancing
(at least 6 ft)

STARTING FROM HOME?
Preferably use your own transport

Carry Sanitizer
at all times

Carry Office ID

Sanitize Surfaces
in your car

Check Temperature,
if high consult Doctor
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WHEN REACHING THE OFFICE

Prefer stairways
over lifts

Mantain Distance
if in lift

Use elbows/arms
to open doors

Disinfect Spaces
in and around office

INSIDE THE OFFICE

Prefer E-Meetings
and video calls

Minimize people
in conference rooms

Bring home food,
Eat in your own space.

Avoid going anywhere.
Reduce Entry/Exit.

LEAVING OFFICE & REACHING HOME

Disinfect Everything

Leave shoes/bags
outside on entry

Wash Mask/Clothes
used during the day

Take a Shower
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APART FROM ALL THIS,
REMEMBER AT ALL TIMES,

Namaste
is the best greeting

No spitting

Don’t Touch
eyes, nose & ears

Don't exchange
food, water or stationery

If you go out for groceries/medicines
HOW DO YOU
SANITIZE BAGS,
SEATS, SHOES?
Use a Disinfectant
or an Antiseptic

Sanitize contents
at entry.

Wash Hands

Wash vegetables
in white Vinegar*

Liquid on a swab

if you need to use public transport

AC
Ensure Masks
are worn by everyone.

Sanitize hands
before/after boarding

Maintain DIstance
as much as possible

Avoid ACs
open a window

TAKE CARE!
TAKE CARE!
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EVENTS @ EVOLET

Evolet goes to Mall Activation
A blend of technology, innovation, scale, brand
integration and product experience, the activation

Making an Impact with
Marketing Communication

created buzz and engagement with the Evolet
brand. The activation took place at ARDEE Mall,

What’s one thing virtually every business does —

Gurugram from 24th January to 26th January,

no matter their industry, target customer, product

2020 to support our Business Partner - Balaji

or service. They set goals!

Trading, Gurugram and amassed many footfalls &

organization truly grow live at the intersection of

eyeballs in the process. Evolet Flagship model

realistic and challenging.

Sales goals help

‘Pony’ was awarded in the Lucky Draw. The winner
was MS. NABARITA BHATTACHARYA.

As part of the initiatives to enhance brand value,
Evolet works to provide its all distributorships with
information on mid- and long-term strategies,
products, and services in a timely manner. It also
makes proactive efforts to set strong goals with
follow ups leading to successful sales approach
and grow together. A part of its regular Distributor
Meets & sessions, Evolet aims at communicating
PAN India, the ideas and efforts employed in
research & development and manufacturing, as
well as stories behind the technology, in addition
to basic information on functions and equipment.
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Promoting unique
customer experiences
Corporate Partnerships are evolving…Years ago,
sports sponsorships were by and large a feel-good
expenditure.

The

pulsating world

progression
of sports

is

created

a

of

Evolet

both

in

the

natural

and

A better future together
with our Business Partners

consumer

Loyal and happy customers are our business

experience by making it unique for the students of

promoters. To ensure ultimate customer delight,

Bhagini Nivedita College, Delhi University on 20th

it is vital to consider qualitative customer voice

February, 2020 on the occasion of its Annual Sports

as the key input in dealer operations and service

Meet, to ride in and gain first-hand knowledge of

offerings.

their EV product quality and let event attendees ride

expanding our product portfolio with advanced

to their heart's content. The Chief Guest of the event

technology that offers quality products and

was Arjun Awardee Shri Randhir Singh and Guest of

services besides reach, technical assistance

the Honour was Ms Harshita Sherawat. Evolet

and training of the Distributors, Dealers and our

represented by its CEO, Sq. Ldr. Prerana Chaturvedi

Staff. With successful rollout of training modules

gave an insight speech to the audiences and shared

in tie up with professional agencies, REM shares

her wonderful experience working for the cause of

Dealer Best Practices for the mutual learning

environment and reducing carbon footprint. She

amongst its dealer fraternity. About 8 guest

highlighted

reducing

participated

stressed

members of REM which was held on 14th March,

strategic.

Evolet

the

non-eco-friendly

importance
activities

great

for
and

ensure

in the

event

including

Shubham, Akash along with Evolet team members;

customer service content in order to foster the

Aashish

simultaneous development of both technical
customer

only

The

staff

incorporates

not

Plant.

5

by

2020

at such

Bilaspur

delight

joined by an enthusiastic team from Meher Motors;
Participating

the

customer

imperatively on riding electric vehicles. She was

Chandel, Jayant.

at

We

technical

service

skills

program
but

platforms where man meets machine, enables

and

Evolet to raise brand’s awareness, and fuel the

development of specialists in these areas.

also

besides

passion of thousands of fans.
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THE REM – EVOLET future unveiled
at Auto Expo 2020
Auto Expo is the biggest and most important event of
the calendar year for the automobile industry. It was an
opportunity for the industry’s key players to showcase
their upcoming vehicles and concepts to the press,
and the general public.
Given its significance, Rissala Electric Motors
used this platform to share its vision
for the coming years.

Divided into 4 zones, REM’s booth at Auto Expo 2020 featured the e-vehicles of today, tomorrow and the ones that will be
ushering in the automotive future of India.
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A vibrant display of established & upcoming technologies by REM & Evolet, in a carefully crafted exposition involving
several product unveilings by the Pop Icon Daler Mehndi
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The delectable spread coupled with the elite guest list and engaging conversations made the event a memorable one.

The entire booth demonstrated REM’s commitment to a safer, greener, more sustainable, and
connected future.Concept e-vehicles were showcased; scooters, motorcycles, adventure bikes,
ambulance, mopeds and commercial vehicles including electric auto. Besides this, innovations such
as REM electric motor technology, air purifier helmets, EV charging Points and others were put on
display for all to see. The main event for REM was the grand unveiling of its ‘Hawk’ Motorcycle &
‘Cruiser’ scooter along with ‘Dhanno’ a strong load bearing moped. The E vehicles displayed were
supported with various experiences that exhibited REM’s present and future innovations. By interacting with them, valued customers were educated as well as entertained. The event was held from 7th
February to 12th February, 2020 at Greater Noida, UP. Audiences eagerly gathered to witness this
exciting launch, while the other exhibits made the REM booth one of the most popular at Auto Expo
2020, both in the size of the audience and appreciation from customers, and the media.

A Special Mention for our amazing team - The charging force behind the electrifying show by Evolet at Auto Expo 2020.
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FROM THE EDITOR

Our heart goes out to everyone who has been affected by the virus directly or indirectly.
We will continue to assess the situation and take appropriate action so that there is no
disruption in services and you can stay connected with your loved ones. We would love
to hear your ideas on how we can go the extra mile and help you in this situation.
To share your ideas please write us at communication@evoletindia.com.
Thank you.
Yours truly,
Anil Batra
Head, Brand Communication
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Get in touch with us
on social media

@evoletindia

